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A NOTE ON THE COMPLEXITY OF THE 
SATISFIABILITY OF MODAL HORN CLAUSES 
LUIS FARIRAS DEL CERRO AND MAR’ITI PENTI-ONEN” 
D A bottom-up algorithm is given for testing the satisfiability of sets of 
propositional modal Horn clauses. For some modal logics, such as S5, the 
algorithm works in polynomial time, while for other modal logics, like K, Q, 
T, and S4, the worst case complexity can be considerably higher. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally, decision problems have formed an important element in the theory of 
formal systems, among them the decidability of proof procedures. Thus, it is for 
example known that the question whether a formula of the classical propositional 
logic is a theorem is decidable, while the corresponding problem for the predicate 
logic is undecidable. 
In spite of undecidability results, or maybe because of them, theorem proving has 
been an important branch of artificial intelligence [l]. Unfortunately automatic 
proof procedures have not been very efficient. In spite of such inventions as the 
resolution principle [9], the search space was too large. From the point of view of 
practical computation, a decisive step forward was the restriction of formulas to 
Horn clauses instead of full predicate logic. The resolution, the Horn clauses, and 
the top-down depth-first proof strategy with backtracking are the principles on 
which the programming language PROLOG is based. The reason for the success of 
PROLOG is that with restriction to Horn clauses, a considerable speedup in proof 
procedure is gained, without losing too much of the expressive power of the full 
predicate calculus. Recently, similar ideas have been used to obtain programming 
languages based on nonclassical logics [4]. 
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Naturally, a similar theorem holds for any modal system that includes K, where 
the number of modal operators can be bounded by a constant, or by log n. But it 
also follows from the algorithm that if the number of literals in a clause is bounded 
by a constant, then also polynomial time is obtained. 
These results hint that the satisfiability problem of modal Horn clauses is indeed 
somewhat easier than the satisfiability problem of general modal logic, since Ladner 
has proved [8] that the satisfiability problem of S5 is NP-complete. He also proves 
that the provability problems of K, B, and S4 are PspAcE-complete and conse- 
quently also their satisfiability problems are PsPAcE-complete. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have established that the satisfiability problem of some modal systems, like S5, 
while being NP-complete in the general case, are in P when restricted to Horn 
clauses. However, the same algorithm does not give good worst case complexities for 
systems K, B and S4. 
An important problem is to find criteria guaranteeing the membership of a modal 
satisfiability problem in P. We notice that if the number of nested modal operators 
or the number of literals in clauses is bounded, then the satisfiability can be solved 
in polynomial time. 
It would be interesting to know whether the satisfiability problems of Horn 
clauses of K, B, or S4, for example, are in P. There are two ways to find faster 
algorithms. The first is to know better the behavior of the modalities and bound the 
number of alternatives in our algorithm. The second is to use a different algorithm, 
where the generation of modal alternatives is more selective, as in the case of 
top-down approaches. 
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The aim of this paper is to study the effect of the Horn restriction on the 
complexity of modal proof procedures. We limit our considerations to propositional 
calculi that are decidable, because in this case the differences in complexities can 
more clearly be pointed out. 
In the case of classical propositional calculus, it is known [2] that the satisfiability 
problem of formulas in conjunctive normal form is NP-complete. On the other 
hand, the satisfiability of Horn clauses is decidable in polynomial time [6]. 
For modal logics, it has been proved [8] that the satisfiability problems of the 
modal logics K, T, and S4 are log-space complete in PSPACE, while the satisfiability 
problem of S5 is NP-complete. 
In this paper we will study the complexity of the satisfiability problem of the 
Horn clauses of various modal logics. We extend the algorithm of [6] to modal 
logics, and observe that the satisfiability of Horn S5 is in P, while the same 
algorithm gives rather high complexities for Horn K, Q, T, and S4. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is a brief introduction to the 
modal logics that are the objects of our study. In Section 3, inference rules useful in 
the satisfiability test are introduced. These are essential in the satisfiability al- 
gorithm, which is given and analyzed in Section 4. The final section is a summary of 
the results. 
2. MODAL LOGICS K, Q, T, S4, AND S5 
For a reader unfamiliar with modal logics, we recommend the book of Hughes and 
Cresswell [5] as a good source of background knowledge. However, for the sake of 
self-sufficiency, we define here the basic concepts. 
The alphabet of modal formulas is VU { A, 0, (,), }. F’ is a countable set of 
variables denoted by p, q,. . . The symbols - and A are the negation and 
conjunction connectives, and 0 is the modal operator “necessary”. 
The modal formulas are defined recursively as follows. Variables and constants 
are modal formulas. If A and B are modal formulas, then so are - A, (A A B), and 
HA. 
For the sake of readability, we introduce the connectives A V B = def - ( - A A 
-B), A-+B=,,,- AVB, and A++B=(A+B)A(B+A). We also introduce 
the modal operator 0, “possible”, by 0 A =def - •I - A. In logic programming, it 
is customary to write B + A instead of A --, B, and use comma as the symbol for 
conjunction. However, in this paper we use only - and V as connectives. We omit 
the parentheses whenever possible. 
Modal logics are extensions of the propositional calculus. We will consider modal 
systems with the following axiom schemas: 
(PC) Axioms of the classical propositional calculus 
(K) PCu{o(A+B)+(OA+oB)} 
(Q> K u PA 4 04 
(T) Ku {OA +A} 
(S4) TU {OA-,mA} 
(S5) S4u {OA -nOA} 
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and with the inference rules: 
(MP) For any modal formulas A and B, A, A + B k B (modus ponens). 
(N) For any modal formula A, A t CIA (rule of necessity). 
The modal systems are called K, Q, T, S4, and S5, respectively. 
The concept of a theorem is defined as usual. All axioms of a system are 
theorems. If A and B are theorems, and A I- C or A, B k C, then C is a theorem. 
A model structure, in the sense of Kripke [7], is a triple (II’, R, Val), where W is a 
set (“worlds”), R is a binary relation on W (“accessibility”), and Val is a mapping 
V x W + {T, F} (truth of variables in each world). The truth-value mapping Val 
can be extended to all modal formulas as follows: 
(1) Val(-A,w)=TifVal(A,w)=<,elseF. 
(2) Val( A A B, w) = T if Val( A, w) = T and Val( B, w) = T, else F. 
(3) Val(OA, w) = T if Val(A, w’) = T for all w’ in W such that wR w’. 
Different model structures are defined by putting additional conditions on the 
accessibility relation R: 
(K) No additional restrictions 
(Q) For each w there exists a w’ such that WRW’ 
(T) R is reflexive 
(S4) R is reflexive and transitive 
(S5) R is an equivalence relation 
We call these model structures K-model, Q-model, T-model, etc., respectively. 
For any S, a modal formula A is S-satisJable if there is an S-model ( W, R, Val) 
and a world w in W such that Val( A, w) = T. A modal formula A is S-valid if - A 
is not S-satisfiable. 
These definitions are justified by the following completeness theorem: 
Theorem [7,5]. For all S in {K, Q, T, S4, SS}, a modal formula A is a theorem in S i# 
A is S-valid. 
3. MODAL HORN CLAUSES 
We will consider a particular class of modal formulas, which generalizes Horn 
clauses to modal logic. 
A modal Horn clause is a disjunction (perhaps with only one disjunct) of the form 
C=M(AvD,v -a. vD,,) 
or 
C’ = M( D, v . . . v D,,), 
where M is a modality, that is, a sequence of zero or more modal operators 0 and 0; 
A is an expression of the form M’P, where M’ is a modality and P is a 
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propositional variable; and each Di is an expression of the form M’D, where M” 
is a modality and D is a disjunction in which each disjunct is either a negated 
propositional variable or of the form C’. 
In general, since O(A V B) = OA v OB, we can suppose that the expression of 
the form 00 possesses only one disjunct. 
We denote by E(p) that p is a subformula of E. 
Examples of modal Horn clauses: 
PV~(-PvO(-WoWY 
q tPVW4VO-q) 
W-pvo-4. 
The definition of modal Horn clauses is common to all modal systems defined 
here. In fact, it is the normal form for the systems K and Q. For other systems, such 
as S4 and S5, some reduction theorems can be used to achieve a simpler normal 
form. In particular, a very simple normal form corresponds to the system S5, where 
the modal Horn clauses are expressions of the form 
C,=‘(P, VDt) 
or 
C, = 00, 
or 
C, = Alp1 v A2D2 v . . . v A,Dn 
or 
C,= A,D,v a.’ vA,D,,, 
where each Ai is Cl or 0 or missing and each Di is a disjunction - pz V . . . V - p,,,. 
Now we will define the inference mechanism that allows us to deduce in these 
systems. The inference rule constructs from two modal Horn clauses a new modal 
Horn clause according to the following schema: 
M(A v C, v ... vC,(-p) v ... vC,); M’p 
M”(A v C, v .+. vC;v ... vC,) . (*) 
This version of the rule corresponds to a bottom-up way of proof and will be useful 
in obtaining complexity results. In the top-down approach, closer to the refutation 
procedure, the rule can be represented by the schema 
M(A(p) v C;v ~1. VC,l);M’(C,(-p)vCy vc,) 
M”(C;‘vC;v ... vC;‘.‘C,V ... VC,) . 
In the following we use only the bottom-up version of the rules. 
To define precisely the inference rules, we consider as an example the modal 
systems Q and S5. 
A step of the proof, corresponding to the schema (*), is obtained by using a set 
of elementary inferences, or operations 2 and I, that are defined recursively as 
follows: 
(1) Inference on modal operation: 
Z(oA;OB) -nZ(A; B), 
Z(uA; OB) ==, OZ(A; B), 
where A and B are formulas. 
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(2) Inference on classical operations: 
z(AvB;C)4(A;C)vB, 
EC-p; P) j 0. 
(3) Simplification rules: 
r(E(O(E,~E,)))~E(O(~(E,;E,)~Ei~E*)), 
I’(A0) 3 0, whereA isooro, 
r(O VA) AA. 
r(0 AA)3 0. 
For a given formula F, the rule I can be applied in every subformula of F. 
For simplicity, we have omitted the rules that follow from the commutativity of 
“;,y and c< v 9). 
With this notation, (*) can be defined as follows: A general modal Horn clause 
MC and a positive Horn clause M’p have a resolvent M’C (with respect to the 
propositional variable p) if the computation Z( MC; M’p) ends successfully with an 
application of Z( - p; p) = 0, and M”C’ is obtained from X(MC; M’p) by 
repeatedly applying l? as many times as possible. Later on, M’p will always be 
resolved against the first occurrence of -p in MC. In this case, the resolvent can be 
computed deterministically in a time proportional to the length of the formulas. 
We give a very simple example. The inference 
q Pvo-4);ow 
OOWP) 
is possible, because 
I:(O(PvO-q);OOq)~O(OqA~(PvO-q;Oq)) 
~o(~qA(PV~(O-q;w)) 
~0(0qA(pVO~(-q;q)))=O(OqA(PvO0)). 
Consequently, 
(OqA(PVr(o0)))~o((oqAPV0))~ 
@Wr(PV 0))+@qAP). 
As in classical logic, a refutation is a deduction of the empty clause. 
The completeness of the inference rules is given by: 
Theorem (31. A set of modal Horn clauses S of Q is unsatisfiable @S is refutable. 
Remark: The operation Z(UA, OB) * O(BAE(A, B)) introduces the connective 
A in the scope of the operator 0. As a result we obtain an expression which is not 
a Horn clause. To avoid the problem we use the following simple trick: we associate 
to each 0 a different index which corresponds to the world to which it refers in the 
Kripke semantics. So the operation Z&IA; OB) =z O(B A Z(A; B)) is simplified to 
Z(n-4; @B) =, O(VA, B)), b ecause the formula 0 B AO(Z(A; B)) ++O(B A 
Z(A; B)) is valid. Note however that the formula OA A OB c) O(A A B) is not a 
theorem, it holds only if each 0 refers to the same world, which is expressed by the 
index. 
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Now the operations given before become: 
Z(OA;OB) -OZ(A; B) 
I’(O0)-+ 0 where A=oor ($ 
I(0 VA) -A 
For the modal system S5 the set of operations will be simpler. No recursion is 
needed in the definition of the operations Z and r, because no nested modal 
operators appear in modal Horn clauses of S5. The inference rules can be given 
directly without using the operations Z and I’. They are the following: 
C,vo(C,v -pvC,);Ap 
V’AW’C,) 
(1) 
where A is 0, @ or missing, 
C,v+pvC,;Ap 
Cl v C2 
where A is •I or 0 
C, v -p v C,; Ap 
CI v G 
(2) 
(3) 
where A is 0 or missing. 
As in the general case, the clauses under the line are called resofuent clauses 
corresponding to the literal p,. 
The completeness for this set of rules can be obtained in the same way as for the 
system Q. 
Now we give a very simple example of refutation: Let S be the following set of 
unsatisfiable clauses: 
(1) UP v - t)t 
(2) @ 1, 
(3) 0-p. 
A refutation of it will be: 
From clauses (1) and (2), using the rule (2), we obtain @ p. 
From @ p and 0 -p, using the rule (3), we obtain the empty clause. 
For the other modal systems, such as S4, similar rules can be used to define the 
operations, and a similar completeness theorem holds. 
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4. ALGORITHM FOR THE SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM 
OF MODAL HORN CLAUSES 
Now we will give an algorithm for testing whether a set of modal Horn clauses is 
satisfiable or not. It is a generalization of the corresponding algorithm for proposi- 
tional Horn clauses [6]. The basic idea is to eliminate variables from the bottom up. 
Any clause containing only one positive literal p is eliminated, and all occurrences 
of -p in other clauses are erased. After this operation there are probably new 
clauses of the same type. The process is continued until the empty clause is reached, 
or no clause with only one positive literal remains. In the former case the set is 
unsatisfiable; in the latter case it is satisfiable. 
As an easy introduction to the method, we rewrite the algorithm for propositional 
Horn clauses. 
Algorithm (Satisfiability of propositional Horn clauses, [6J). Given a set S of proposi- 
tional Horn clauses. 
repeat 
if S contains no positive clause then 
return success. (The set is satisfiable.) 
else 
Remove the first positive clause p from S. 
Erase all occurrences of -p from all clauses in S. 
until the empty clause 0 is in S 
return failure. (The set is not satisfiable.) 
Example4.1. Let S={pv -qV -r,q,rV -qV -t,tv -4, -p}.Then 
S,={pV -qV -r,q,rV -qV -t,tV -4, -p}, 
S,= {pV -r,rV -t,t, -p}, 
S,= {pV -r,r-p}, 
s,= {P7 -PIT 
s,= {la}. 
The correctness of the algorithm follows for example from [l]. It is easy to see 
that the algorithm works in polynomial time. On each round of the main loop, one 
clause is removed. Hence the number of rounds cannot exceed the size n of the 
problem. Within a round, one reading of the problem is needed for finding a 
positive clause, and another sweep is needed for eliminating the corresponding 
negative literals. Thus the algorithm works in a time that is in the worst case 
quadratic in the size of the problem. 
In the case of modal logics, some problems are caused by the fact that there may 
be several modal clauses having the same literals, for example 0 p, 0 up, and 
00Op, or o(p v - 0 q) and O( p v q - q). In eliminating a positive literal, all 
modal variants will be handled in parallel. This causes some technical troubles in 
writing the algorithm, and also can lead to a rapid growth of the number of 
alternatives. Where we had single clauses in the case of propositional Horn clauses, 
now we have families of clauses, all clauses in a family being descendants of a single 
clause in the original set of clauses to be satisfied. 
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We shall use the following notation. At any moment, let CP be the family of 
clauses having the positive literal p and no other literals, and let D, be the family 
of all descendants of an original clause C, containing a negative literal. Then we 
denote 
R( D,, C,) = { CIC is a resolvent of a C, in D, and a C, in C,, 
corresponding to the first occurrence of - p in C,}. 
Thus, R operates on sets of clauses rather than on single clauses. 
Using this notation we can now write our algorithm: 
Algorithm (Satis$ability of a set of modal Horn clauses). 
Given a set of modal Horn clauses. 
for each variable p do 
C, := { C(C contains the variable p but no negative literals). 
for each clause C containing negative literals do D, := { C }. 
Let S’ be the set of all families of clauses formed above. 
repeat 
if S’ contains no family of type C, then 
return success. (Clauses are satisfiable.) 
else 
Find the first family of type CP, 
if there is no family D, contammg -p then 
Remove C, from S ‘. 
else 
for each D, in S’ containing - p do 
D, := R( D,, C,) 
if clauses in D, contain one positive literal q 
but no negative literals then 
Remove DC and add its clauses to C,. 
until { 0 } in S’ 
return failure. (The set is not satisfiable.) 
The most critical component in the algorithm is the growth of the clause families 
CP and D,, which can be exponential. In fact, even though we take into account the 
fact that some modalities dominate others in the componentwise defined order 
induced by 0 I q (e.g. 00 q 2 q OO), the number of maximal modalities still 
can grow rapidly. 
Example 4.2. Consider the modal Horn clauses 
q QEl P, (i=1,...,4) 
q O@Up, (i= 1 ,...,4) 
q @OOp, (i=l ,...,4) 
@OOOP, (i=l ,...,4) 
q ooo(qv -p1v -p2v -p3v -p‘$). 
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The clause families of the third and the fourth phase contain both 24 clauses. 
The example demonstrates a very bad case of the growth in the number of modal 
combinations. In fact, a sequence of n modal operators can have as many as 
m, Xm,X ... x m n combinations, where m i is the number of different operations 
0 occurring at this position. 
For an analysis of the time complexity of the algorithm, denote 
n = the size of the problem, i.e. the number of all symbols in it, 
q = the number of 0 operators, 
u = the number of variables, 
k = the maximum number of clauses having the same positive literal, 
m = the maximum number of modal operators in a clause, 
I = the maximum number of literals in a clause. 
With this notation, obviously n I uk(m + I). 
The main loop of the algorithm is done at most I times for each variable, at most 
ul times. Within the main loop, the for loop can be done at most uk times. The most 
important part is within this loop, where a new generation of resolvents is com- 
puted. As seen by the example, the number of modal alternatives can grow very 
rapidly, however it does not exceed (q + 1) min(‘, m). Hence we obtain the upper 
bound 
T(n)_<ulxuk~max(n,(q+l)~‘“‘.“‘) 
for the complexity of the algorithm. 
Consequently, we have proved 
Theorem 1. For modal systems including K, the satisjability of a set of modal Horn 
clauses can be tested in 0( p(n) X (q + 1) min(‘,m)) time, where p is a polynomial, 
and q, I, and m are the maximum numbers of 0 operators, literals, and all modal 
operators (respectively) in the clauses of the problem. 
Knowing the behavior of modal operations, better bounds can be obtained for 
particular modal systems, for example 
Theorem 2. The satisjability of modal Horn clauses of S5 can be solued in polynomial 
time. 
PROOF. In the case of S5, by normal-form transformations, the number of modal 
operators in each clause can be decreased to one. 
